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ABSTRACT: The current study deals with the ways of confidence building versus police and determines indices of trust in police. It aims to study the relationship between trust and the factors that affect trust in the Beyhadah Police. This study uses the concept of confidence and the structure of the trust index. The sample consisted of 100; each group included 50 people in total from the local, education, and economic sectors. The data was collected using a questionnaire. The results showed that trust is a significant factor affecting trust in police.
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ABSTRACT: This study is intended to explore the relations...
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ABSTRACT: The main purpose of this article is to offer a practical guide for strategic management of human resources in job. The proposed model of this study is called LENS model, in which a performativity pattern of human resources strategic management is offered. This pattern is composed of six stages, includes vision, mission, environment, strategy, action plan, and applying. The presentation of every stage of the model is discussed in detail. In the final stages, mechanism to apply every process in action plan and applying stages of each is elaborated.
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ABSTRACT: The present study aimed to examine the effectiveness of Schema Therapy based on conjunctive metaphorical-allegorical education in treating Dysthymia in female patients and achieving clinically significant and relevant improvement as compared to Schema Focused Therapy or SFT.
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| ABSTRACT: | In this review, a number of experts’ ideas about... |
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